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Mumbai, August 6, 2020: GlobalSpace Technologies Limited is pleased to announce formal launch and endorsement for DocExa platform from FOGSI (Federation of Obstetric and Gynaecological Societies of India) for providing mobile and web-based application to its member Doctors to setup their virtual clinic. FOGSI is recommending DocExa as a virtual partner and it is been formerly launched with its associate members. After the major tie-ups with two Marquee logo companies - Cadila Pharma and Macleods Pharma, this is the major breakthrough for the Company. This further enhances faith on Company’s capability to take the product on a larger platform. GlobalSpace has developed the first Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled virtual consultation app – DocExa.

Docexa Pro is a preferred platform for Gynaecologists to set up their own personalized virtual consultation clinic with zero exposure of patient database getting shared with other doctors. Equipped with AS2 advanced levels encryption, all the data remain highly secured in the app. The app would enable patients to have option of securely uploading individual EMR – Electronic Medical Records. Doctors would be able to prescribe medicines with three different easy modes and charge consultation fees as per their discretion.

This is another major step forward by the Company as it would take the DocExa platform to the specialists Doctors mainly Obstetricians & Gynaecologists. Thus, DocExa will have more category wise specialists’ doctors for consulting under its banner. The entire integrated platform with Mediapp – is likely to substantially increase the wallet share for GlobalSpace towards the Healthcare spend. With a distinguished early mover advantage and superior platform, GlobalSpace is likely to garner larger pie of healthcare spends.

Addressing more than 1500 Gynaecologists live on the FOGSI forum Mr. Krishna Singh, Founder & CMD said, ‘We are delighted to announce the partnership & launch of customized DocExa for Gynacologists. He further commented that, this will lead DocExa to be one of the leading Virtual Consultation App, which is first of its kind Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled. The alliance gives a substantial large platform for scaling our DocExa reach and garnering a substantial market share in the Digital Healthcare Space. With around 40,000 member Doctors registered with FOGSI, DocExa reach is getting widened to larger Doctors circuit across the country’.

He further added, ‘As technology is playing an increasingly crucial part in every aspect of our life be it Education, Entertainment, Financial Services, shopping of even essentials and more importantly even Healthcare, we at Globalspace recognise that we need to accelerate the development of digital solution to ensure our competitive edge in both our verticals – Healthcare and Education.’

About GlobalSpace Technologies Limited:

GlobalSpace Technologies (BSE Code: 540654) is a Digital, Mobility, Analytics, AI & Cloud technology Company providing integrated Healthtech platforms to major stakeholders of Healthcare domain. GSTL’s software product platforms and solutions enable large and medium enterprises embrace mobility & digital technology for their business enhancement. In addition to Pharma, GlobalSpace has been pioneer in creating solutions for Doctors & Channel to create a 360-degree digital healthcare ecosystem.

Apart from Health Tech, Globalspace is doing some path breaking innovation in Edutech industry with its subsidiary Makebot. Makebot is already India’s leading STEAM education platform with more than 1200 School using its platform to impart STEAM learning to its students.

Reference websites:

www.docexa.com
www.makebot.in
www.globalspace.in
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